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This

white

paper is

prepared

for professionals

in the healthcare

communication industry, translation industry and benefit consultants. In
preparation of the new Open Enrollment season, we looked at the state of
healthcare terminology for the Hispanic population. In researching 6 major
organizations, both government and private, it can be confirmed that
Healthcare Terminology is vastly complex and not always very consistent
among different government and private organizations. Our paper highlights
the issues in healthcare terminology, what it means for the industry and what
could be done to improve it.

Glossaries researched
In order to get a sense of the published healthcare terminology standards that exist,
we researched the following major organizations to see what healthcare terminology
they use in Spanish.
CMS – Centers for Medicaid and Medicare. CMS has published over 1,000
English terms with definitions. Strangely, their Spanish glossary is no longer directly
linked on their website. However, we were able to find the Spanish site of their
glossary with 270 terms in Spanish that seems to have been published back in 2006.
CMS also publishes Model Document Templates for all vital plan information that
health plans must offer if they cover Medicare. These plan documents are available as
templates in English, Spanish and Traditional Chinese and need to be followed exactly
to be in compliance. Health plans are advised to use these templates each year as a
basis for their plan documentation to avoid errors and non-compliance.
Medicare.gov. The Medicare site provides a Glossary in bilingual format English
(Spanish) along with a definition in Spanish. The list is not extensive but at least it
provides Spanish speaking members a chance to see the Spanish and English together
for their education.
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Department of Labor. The DOL has a PDF of unified terms in English with
definitions, as well as a translated PDF in Spanish along with Spanish definitions.
These unified terms are references by many organizations, United Healthcare being
one of them.
Affordable Care Act (Healthcare.gov). Healthcare.gov provides a lot of
information for plan members in both English and Spanish, but each term has its own
page and you need to switch between languages each time to find the corresponding
term in the other language; a few terms only exist in English and one term was only
available in Spanish.
Private Sector: AFLAC & Anthem. Among major private
organizations, Anthem has the most extensive glossary available online on their
website. AFLAC publishes their English Benefits Guides online but their Spanish
Guides were much more difficult to find. Kaiser Permanente only has an
immunization glossary. United Healthcare refers back to CMS and the DOL Unified
Terms. Aetna once marketed a Spanish site which is not accessible anymore.

Where do these Spanish Translations come from?
The Healthcare Industry by nature complicates the process of unification of
healthcare terminology. There are various mandates under Federal and State law that
determine language access needs for individual health plans. Any Plan that receives
Federal funding such as Medicare and Medicaid plans are obligated to provide
language access for members if they reach a certain threshold of foreign language
speaking members. Any insurance plan or product that is sold in a state goes through
the State Insurance Department where it is sold, each with their own standards on
how translated materials are reviewed and approved. This variability makes it difficult
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to find one single authority on healthcare terminology, much less standards in
translation, in Spanish.
The decentralized approach to Healthcare Translations has resulted in glossaries that
were translated by different organizations. Glossaries like those from CMS and
Medicare come from translation firms with GSA contracts. These contracts are
regularly up for bid and may be done by different translation firms without the benefit
of a shared Translation Memory. The ACA site healthcare.gov, criticized initially for
the poor Spanish translations it provided, seems to have glossaries that are quite
complete today.
AFLAC has a long history in translation and one of our own regular healthcare
Spanish translators worked with them in the 1990’s as they were standardizing their
Spanish healthcare translations to be compliant with each State department. They
worked with individual translators.
All Glossaries were found online available as either glossaries on the organization's
web page or as PDFs that contained glossaries.

How useful are these glossaries to the healthcare industry?
The accessibility and usefulness of the glossaries produced by these organizations
varies, but none are really productive tools that can be used effectively without having
it available in a bilingual format. This creates a barrier for the industry to provide the
public with Spanish translations that are consistent. In order to make an assessment of
these glossaries, we created our own assets out of these terminology databases by
manually aligning these in bilingual format, so that we can access it using our
Translation Memory and Termbase Technology. We then reviewed it all with our
regular healthcare Spanish teams, made final decisions on terms and finalized a
working terminology database. To align, correct and review these Termbases took
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quite a bit of time investment. We decided on doing this because Healthcare
translations are one of our main verticals and it is an asset that we can use on those
client healthcare translations.

Figure 1. Screenshot of our Termbase compiled with data from all Glossaries
Usefulness is an issue as well with the Model Documents that CMS puts out for
health plans. CMS makes the translations
available so as to relieve health plans of
some of the burden of costs. While the
Spanish translations are available for use,
the documents are far from completed.
Plans still need to add in their own
information in English and in Spanish and
manually assess whether these documents
are consistent. The image of a Model
Template in Word on the next page is an
example of the amount of data and

Figure 2. Screenshot of a CMS Model Document
that Health Plans need to complete in each
language separately in order to comply with CMS
standards.

information that needs to be added into the
Spanish document. Having to do this both
in English and Spanish is a lot of double work, and is more prone to errors as it is a
manual process currently for health plans.
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Figure 3. The same CMS Model Document in a Translation Memory environment where the
English variable fields have been filled out and the Spanish can be completed using the aligned
Translation Memory. Note also the availability of our Termbase for Term Recognition on the top
right hand corner.

It would be much more productive for Health Plans if these CMS Model Documents
were available in a Translation Memory or even in Excel so that once the English
document is created and approved, the health plan’s language service provider could
then use their Translation Memory Technology to complete the Spanish. Translation
Memory allows us to use technology and apply existing translation to parts of the
document that match what is in the Translation Memory (you can read more about
this technology here). In the following examples, we are not only making use of the
Translation Memory created from our alignment of Model Document templates, but
also incorporating our Termbase on the top right hand side to automatically look up
any approved terminology.
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How consistent is Healthcare Terminology?
By bringing these glossaries together, we get an idea of the consistency and quality of
the information in Spanish that is being produced by these major healthcare
organizations.

Basic Insurance Terminology
Our work of harvesting existing translations and terminology produced a total of
775 English and Spanish terms that came from these glossaries and we compared
these against our own glossaries and our industry knowledge. We can conclude that
quite a lot of the basic language is well covered. Terms like network (RED), claim
(RECLAMACIÓN), cost sharing (COSTO COMPARTIDO)
and deductible (DEDUCTIBLE) are all in agreement. Coinsurance is is either
COSEGURO or COASEGURO and both are correct, but we prefer coseguro.
As the English terms from different organizations were compiled, the evidence of
the complexity of healthcare coverage terminology was clear. Here is an
example: Terms such as Lifetime Limit, Lifetime Maximum, Maximum
Allowable Cost, Out-of-Pocket Limit and Maximum Out-of-Pocket costs could
all mean the same without additional explanation. ACA uses Allowed Amount which
seems to relate to Anthem’s Allowable Charge.
Both Anthem and ACA define 3 English synonyms for the same term and every one
of them is different from the other organization! Anthem uses Lifetime
Maximum whereas the ACA site talks about Lifetime Limit. Anthem
defines Maximum Out-of-Pocket (MÁXIMO DE GASTOS DE BOLSILLO) as
"the most amount a member will ever need to pay for a covered service during a
contract year," whereas the Department of Labor’s standardized term is Out-ofPocket Limit (LÍMITE DE GASTOS DEL BOLSILLO),
whereas AFLAC uses Out-of-Pocket Maximum (GASTO MÁXIMO DE SU
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PROPIO BOLSILLO). Finally, Maximum Allowable Cost does not have anything
to do with medical expenses, but with reimbursement for prescriptions.
The result is that there are also quite a few
Spanish terms available for the same
insurance concept, dependent upon with
whom you talk. The overview on the
illustration on the right is the compilation of
all terms we found to explain just 4
insurance concepts. Imagine the headache if
you don’t manage these terms consistently in
benefit enrollment packages.

Figure 4 To illustrate the complexity of healthcare
terminology, the overview above merely explains 4

Program Names

unique insurance concepts!

As much as we can assume that Proper names are standardized, this doesn’t always
seem to be the case in Spanish. We found many inconsistencies in translations of
Government sponsored programs. A program like Federally Qualified Health
Center has three different translations among CMS, Medicare and Anthem. CMS and
Medicaid don’t seem to agree on the term for PACE (Program’s for all-inclusive
care for the elderly), even after CMS seems to have adjusted it in their 2016 Model
Document glossaries to more closely match the Medicare term, but not exactly.
Even the translation of Affordable Care Act cannot be agreed upon. ACA uses LEY
DEL CUIDADO DE SALUD A BAJO PRECIO, whereas AFLAC uses
ATENCIÓN MÉDICA A BAJO PRECIO. Both seem to highlight the idea that you
can get healthcare at a low price (bajo precio). The more accurate and suggested
translation is LEY DE CUIDADO DE SALUD ASEQUIBLE. However, the
popularity of Healthcare.gov in Google seems to suggest that the ACA term may win
it over as the more accurate program name. In this case, it may be best to refer to the
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ACA as it is provided by the program even though we have found many different
translations.
Worker’s Compensation is a fairly standard program offered in health plans, but we
found that ACA uses both SEGURO DE ACCIDENTES DEL TRABAJO and
COMPENSACIÓN AL TRABAJADOR. CMS seems to agree with the first term,
whereas Medicare uses COMPENSACIÓN LABORAL. We actually prefer to use
SEGURO POR RIESGOS DEL TRABAJO as this is a well understood term in most
countries. The preference over one term over the other also seems to be related to
regional differences that cannot always be avoided.
Supplemental Security Income is incorrectly translated by ACA as SEGURIDAD
DE INGRESO SUPLEMENTARIO (meaning “security of additional income”). We
prefer Medicare’s translation of INGRESO DE SEGURIDAD SUPLEMENTARIO
(Medicare)
As a final example, HIPAA has different translations for both portability
(TRANSPORTABILIDAD vs. PORTABILIDAD) and accountability
(RESPONSABILIDAD, which is the correct term, but we also found
CONTABILIDAD which means accounting/bookkeeping, not accountability).
Portabilidad and Transportabilidad are terms that are very similar, but our preference is to
use Transportabilidad. This term describes better the TITLE I provision to allow easy
portability of health plans from the old employer to the new one or in case of loss of
a job. LEY DE TRANSPORTABILIDAD Y RESPONSABILIDAD DE
SEGUROS DE SALUD would be our choice of wording.

More Examples of Variability
Much of the remaining variability is minor and often contains synonyms. We found
many terms where word order seems to differ, but at least the terms are
consistent. Physical therapy in CMS documents is referred to as TERAPIA FÍSICA
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whereas Medicare calls it FISIOTERAPIA; both are correct. Preauthorization is also
known as prior authorization. Some seem to use AUTORIZACIÓN PREVIA, others
use PREAUTORIZACIÓN or both. Inpatient is either CUIDADO INTERNO or
PACIENTE INTERNO, where the object is either the care or the patient.
Finally, some terms are more appropriate than others depending on regional
preferences. A good example is the term Disability. The term DISCAPACIDAD
that Anthem is using is generally considered a socially more acceptable term over the
word INCAPACIDAD that ACA uses, although there is some regional variation of
the preference. These regional preferences also make total unification of healthcare
terms more difficult as the United States tends to follow the preferences in
demographics of the population. In general, that means that States in the west and
southwest typically tend to have a Mexican preference, whereas States on the east
coast tend to prefer influences from Puerto Rico, Costa Rica and the Dominican
Republic. So while we have found that there are inconsistencies for terminology in
English, the inconsistencies in published Spanish healthcare translations is even
greater.
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In Conclusion
Translating healthcare communications in the United States has been done in a very
decentralized way. In English, it seems at least that there is some coordination on
healthcare insurance terminology as the industry has somewhat standardized the
nomenclature around insurance language. The development of Spanish Healthcare
Terminology in the United States has been challenged by the following developments:
 Isolated efforts to translate key healthcare terms have introduced variability in
terminology, creating a history of terminology that was never based on any set of
standards.
 Little evidence that the main organizations in healthcare coordinate the
development of these Spanish translations over time, causing continued variability
in some of the even the most basic healthcare terms, program names and
insurance terminology.
 Regional preferences in Spanish tend to show in plans where demographics in a
particular State or by a particular translator tends to follow a particular market
preference and may not always be universally applicable or even appropriate.
 Accessibility of information and the format in which it is presented is sporadic,
decentralized and not very useful to create consistent translations in a productive
way. This hinders healthcare professionals to speak in one voice amidst the noise
of inconsistent terminology. It also hinders translation professionals to be always
informed about the terminology used without any productivity tools (Translation
Memory and Termbases) to guide their knowledge.
These issues in inconsistent terminology have not gone unnoticed as evidenced by
this article by the National Health Law Program, which suggests that the US
Department of Health and Human Services should take the lead into providing a
standardized glossary.
But as we found in compiling our own standardized glossary for the healthcare
insurance industry, none of the major health organizations we surveyed have either a
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complete or always accurate account of the healthcare terminology in Spanish. Each
organization tends to specialize in certain healthcare terminology. There IS overlap
but they each have their own focus i.e. Aflac on supplemental insurance, CMS on
Medicaid/Medicare, etc
Our efforts in creating a complete English to Spanish glossary from terms provided
by the major organizations in healthcare have been an investment on our part to be
consistent in work that we provide in healthcare translations. Our end goal is to
ensure comprehension by the end user and to decrease confusion. It is an asset that
we share with our translators and with our clients. However, as long as healthcare
translation is evolving in a decentralized way, these glossaries will need to be tested
against the terms used in the field, in plan documents, by State exchanges, navigators,
brokers, and healthcare providers and of course the second language plan participant.

What does this mean for Open Enrollment?
Open Enrollment is a time for families to make important decisions on their
healthcare and financial outlook for the rest of the year. We already know that
terminology in English is vast and can be very confusing. Plan members need to
understand how these variables impact their financial decision making and variability
can break down the decision process. Attention needs to be brought to consistency of
terminology and supplementing this with additional information to understand each
concept. Accuracy and consistency will need to be balanced and variability needs to be
addressed in Open Enrollment documents to ensure readers that they are comparing
apples to apples.
It is important for health plan providers and translation companies to keep track of
healthcare terminology and have access to this information as we hopefully take out
the unnecessary variability over time and create a better health experience for the
Hispanic population.
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Our Final Recommendations


For any organization that publishes a glossary, we also recommend that you put it
online in a downloadable format in which it can be accessed and used. A PDF is
not a usable format to be able to use in technology (Translation service providers
and translators can then convert this to a glossary to be used in Translation
Memory). Consider Excel, a Word table, etc.



Encourage health plans and others to use Language Service Providers or
professional translators that are proficient in Translation Memory and have access
to these glossaries and published translations that can be utilized. See the CMS
Toolkit for using culturally and appropriate translation.



There needs to be an organization that will reach out and collaborate with others
to help standardize the terminology. We volunteer to be part of that organization.



Communicate, communicate, communicate – create the awareness of the
importance of standardized translations and terminology once established.
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